Professional Attire
~ Guidelines and tips ~

- Clothing fits well and is not too tight or revealing.
- Natural-looking makeup.
- Typical white long-sleeved dress shirt that is neatly pressed.
- Tailored suit, neutral color (charcoal or navy is ideal).
- 100% silk tie with subtle or simple pattern, length to belt.
- Well groomed hair and face.
- Closed toe shoes no higher than 3".
- Well-dressed socks at least mid-calf high.
- Wear dress socks at least mid-calf high.
- Tip: Wear minimal, classic jewelry.
- Tip: Wear a plain white undershirt.
- Tip: Belt should match shoes.
- Tip: Choose a conservative, neutral color suit (either pants or skirt).
- Tip: Wear minimal or no fragrance.
- Skirt should hit just above the knees.
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